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Why Study Chinese Strategic BMD? 

Hasn’t China said it has no interest in strategic ballistic missile 
defense (S-BMD)? 
– Just like they said in the past they had no interest in ASAT 

– Past statements have come from Foreign Ministry, not PLA 

– They have conducted several BMD tests involving longer range missiles 
in 2010, 2013, and this year 

– DOD has assessed that “China is proceeding with the [R&D] of a missile 
defense umbrella consisting of kinetic energy intercept at exo-
atmospheric altitudes” 

– Longstanding tacit U.S. assumption has been we will have it and China 
won’t; has led to a U.S. strategic “blind spot” in our thinking  

Would be important development in strategic environment 
were China to move even modestly in this direction 

China has an active ASAT program whose hit-to-kill 
technology is similar to traditional key S-BMD technology 

Vast number of studies on Chinese reactions to U.S. S-BMD, 
but no significant unclassified studies we could find on 
possible impact of Chinese BMD for United States 

Important impact not just for 2 of 3 legs of U.S. Triad, but also 
for U.S. extended deterrence, regional dynamics (i.e. India), 
Chinese counterspace capabilities, and more 
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Possible Chinese Incentives To 

Pursue Strategic Missile Defense – 1 
[not necessarily in most to least importance] 

Protect CCP leadership – Party survival very important 

Reinforce ICBM survivability given lower warhead numbers 
– road mobility no solid guarantee in era of advanced 
ISR/computation/software/etc.; China will take whatever 
steps necessary to maintain nuclear deterrent credibility: 
– “do not mistake China’s desire for a lean deterrent as indicating a 

lack of will to maintain that deterrent’s credibility” 

Non-nuclear counter to U.S. conventional prompt global 
strike capabilities: 
– China’s No First Use policy is under pressure from U.S. 
“conventional forces with strategic effects” 

– China is concerned about being forced to respond with nuclear 
weapons to possible U.S. CPGS attacks against its strategic assets 
and likely wants non-nuclear options  

To blunt growing Indian ICBM capabilities 

Possible domestic political purposes – “what is the Party 
doing to protect us from India/Japan/etc.?  Why don’t you 
protect us?”  Similar to U.S. political dynamics. 
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Possible Chinese Incentives To 

Pursue Strategic Missile Defense - 2 

Corollary CPC Politburo political dynamics: remember 
that majority of Politburo SC can remove President Xi  
– Ambitious PBSC member could exploit Chinese vulnerability if it 

resonates with a more nationalistic public  

Prestige: “technological merit badge” of S-BMD, a major 
technological challenge few nations can meet 

To send message(s) to United States, and its allies 

To better understand U.S. S-BMD technology and its 
current and future GBMD systems and components 

Provides a “granulated” scalable option to assert 
Chinese interests and pressure United States 

Technology spin-off, especially for theater BMD (win-win) 

“Trading wampum” if China becomes part of any 
multilateral nuclear arms reduction process 

Recognize there are disincentives for China as well, the 
case is not clear but cannot be ruled out given incentives 
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Implications for U.S. Security Interests If 

China Does Pursue Strategic BMD 
  

Effectiveness of U.S. ICBM/SLBM forces challenged: 
political repercussions even if technical challenge modest 

U.S hedges/countermeasures almost certainly needed as 
options to hedge against major deployment, e.g., 
– Pen-aids 

– Hypersonic MARVs 

– More emphasis on strategic bombers/cruise missiles 

Allies would need to be reassured about robustness of U.S. 
nuclear umbrella 

Russia would likely feel uneasy, may hedge as well 

Would further dim prospects for any near-term revival of 
New START process, much less agreement to further 
warhead reductions 

Even “thin” Chinese S-BMD would spark some U.S. 
hedging responses 

Could aggravate always-uneasy Sino-Indian relations, even 
spark regional nuclear arms competition with India 
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Next Steps in Assessment 
  

Continue having discussions with Chinese and non-
Chinese China experts 

Planned early February trip to Beijing and Shanghai to 
meet with experts on China and S-BMD.  Meetings set 
up, more planned.  

March small workshop in DC to explore issues, game out 
technical and political options on both sides 

Explore Indian impressions/possible reactions to China’s 
steps on S-BMD 

Identify/develop major Chinese S-BMD options 

Identify possible appropriate U.S. technical and 
diplomatic steps and hedges going forward under 
alternative Chinese scenarios 

Develop synergistic interaction between China’s ASAT 
and S-BMD capabilities  
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